
11. Repeat stages 7&8. Lift the paper from the top corner and fold 
into a kite shape.

12. Lift the top right corner and fold into a kite shape.

8. Repeat step 7 on the right side, lift the paper from the top corner 
and fold into a kite shape.
9. Open up the paper again.

10. Turn clockwise 90° and fold in half horizontally

5. Open up the paper. 6. Half the paper horizontally.
7. Lift the paper from the top corner and fold into a kite shape. This 
is a tricky fold - try sticking your finger in between the two sides 
paper to create a funnel, then push down on top of the fold.

 1. Start with a square 2. Fold in half to make a triangle. Crease.

3. Fold the triangle in half. 4. Fold the triangle in half again.
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20.  Well Done!

* Concertina- A method of folding in which each fold opens in the opposite direction to its 
neighbour.

17.  Flatten all the sections so that they form a triangle.

18. On each section make two cuts to the centre. Try to make sure 
they are at the same level all the way round.
19.  On each crease fold down from the cut to the point to form the 
branches of the tree. Repeat this on every section, opening your 
tree like the pages of a book.

13. Open up the paper and fold the 4 corners inwards. the 
corners of the fold should meet the edges of the folds either side.
14. Turn the paper over.
15.  With the creases you have already made, use a concertina fold* 
to push all the sections together.
16. It should start to form a tree shape. From above it should look 
like a star.
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